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In this work, industrially processed silicon kerf loss (abbreviated to silicon kerf)
from the photovoltaic industry is assessed as an anode material for the lithium-
ion battery (LIB). The study includes both a characterization of processed silicon
kerf from different sources and a comparison with commercially available nano-
sized silicon (40 and 100 nm) in electrochemical testing. Such a direct
comparison between these two silicon types in electrochemical testing
provides a new insight into silicon kerf as an anode material. The silicon kerf
particles are flake-like with varying lengths, with a mean particle size (d50)
measured to ~700 nm and a dimension of thickness of a few tens of
nanometers. However, the specific surface area ranging from 20 to 26m2/g is
comparable to that of a silicon material of size ~100 nm. The silicon oxide layer
surrounding the particles was measured to 1–2 nm in thickness and, therefore, is
in a suitable range for the LIB. In terms of electrochemical performance, the
silicon kerf is on par with the commercial nano-sized silicon, further supporting
the size evaluation based on the specific surface area considerations. Initial
discharge capacities in the range 700–750 mAh/g (close to the theoretical
value for the 12 wt% Si mixture with graphite) and first cycle efficiencies of
86%–92% are obtained. The cycling stability is comparable between the two
materials, although the differential voltage analysis (DVA) of the galvanostatic data
reveals that only the silicon kerf samples maintain silicon activity beyond
120 cycles. This study shows that industrially processed silicon kerf has
characteristics similar to nano-sized silicon without reducing the size of the
silicon kerf particles themselves. Considering its low carbon footprint and
potentially lower cost, it can thus be an attractive alternative to nano-sized
silicon as an anode material for the LIB industry.
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1 Introduction

The photovoltaic (PV) industry is considered essential for the transition to a sustainable
economy based on low-carbon solutions due to its maturity and low cost. The installed total
capacity worldwide approached 1.2 TW in 2022 (Hemetsberger et al., 2023). Crystalline
silicon-based solar cells represent 80% of the total installed capacity and have a market share
of 90% (Pastuszak and Węgierek, 2022). To produce silicon wafers, silicon blocks are cut
using diamond wire saw (DWS) technology. During the wire sawing process, small silicon
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particles are generated, which are known as the silicon kerf loss,
abbreviated as silicon kerf. Up to 30%–40% of the blocks are
converted into silicon kerf. Thus, it is one of the most significant
waste streams from the PV industry, and silicon kerf amounts
generated yearly from 2021 are estimated to be more than
2*105 MT (Li et al., 2021a; Blomeke et al., 2023). It will be
critical for the sustainability of the PV industry to further
develop this waste stream so that it can be used in high-value
applications.

Various application areas are being considered, such as in
thermoelectric modules, back into PV as silicon feedstock, in
Al–Si alloys, for hydrogen production, and for silicon nitride
production (Drouiche et al., 2014; Kao et al., 2016; Halvorsen
et al., 2017; Jin et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2023).
From a circularity viewpoint, the most beneficial option would be to
produce a silicon feedstock material that goes back to the PV cycle
from the silicon kerf. However, this is an energy-intensive approach,
as it would necessitate melting steps and several purification
processes. Another attractive high-value application would be in
lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) as an anode material (Wagner et al.,
2019; Ma et al., 2020; Zheng et al., 2022; Hengsong et al., 2023;
Huang et al., 2023).

The LIB demand for electric vehicles is estimated to surpass
3 TWh by 2030 in the most conservative scenario, STEPS (IEA,
2023). Today, the production of LIBs is highly material- and energy-
intensive, resulting in high CO2 emissions. To ensure a sustainable
industry, the European Community has planned regulations for the
LIB industry by 2026, including the carbon footprint, amongst
others (COM, 2020). Silicon has a specific capacity of
3,579 mAh/g, close to 10 times that of graphite, which is the
state-of-the-art anode material today. Replacing graphite with
silicon can make the battery lighter and increase the energy
density. Accordingly, it is considered the next-generation anode
material and has been the subject of extensive research in the last
decades. For the practical use of silicon in LIBs, the main challenge is
the large volume expansion experienced upon lithiation and de-
lithiation, which is 300% compared to 10% for graphite. This leads to
the cracking of the particles with the continuous formation of new
surfaces, resulting in both capacity losses and loss of contact with the
current collector (Chen et al., 2020; Vorauer et al., 2023). Several
concepts have been developed in an attempt to mitigate these effects,
such as porous silicon, various silicon–carbon composite structures,
silicon wire, coated silicon, and nano-sized silicon (Li et al., 2013; An
et al., 2019; Jia et al., 2020; He et al., 2021; Zhao and Lehto, 2021; Li
et al., 2021b). Decreasing the size of the silicon particles to
100–150 nm has proven beneficial for keeping the particles intact
(Liu et al., 2012; Muller et al., 2023), but this method has the
drawback of higher initial capacity losses due to the increased
surface area. In parallel to the focus on the silicon particle itself,
research and development regarding electrode design and cell
components to optimize it specifically for silicon are in progress,
for example, research on binder types and electrolytes (Xu et al.,
2019; Yang et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2021; Hu et al., 2023). Despite the
mentioned challenges, the International Energy Agency (IEA)
reported that 30% of the anodes in 2022 contained silicon,
together with graphite (IEA, 2023).

Silicon kerf has the benefit of being a source of high-purity
bulk silicon of small size. It thus bears the potential for both cost

efficiency and a low carbon footprint by keeping the processing
routes low energy-demanding. Consequently, it is an interesting
silicon source for the LIB industry. In this work, we investigate
the applicability of industrially processed silicon kerf as an anode
material. Relevant physical and chemical characteristics are
investigated and reviewed for LIB application. Its performance
as an active silicon material is evaluated in electrochemical
testing by comparing with conventional nano-sized silicon
sources for LIBs in the market. Analyses of the data from the
characterization and the direct comparison of the
electrochemical performance of these different silicon types
provide a new insight into industrially processed silicon kerf
as an anode material.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Materials and processing

The starting material in this work was silicon kerf filter cakes
from producers of monocrystalline silicon wafers for the PV
industry. Several industrial-scale processing steps have been
developed at ReSiTec AS for this type of material, as shown in
Figure 1. The first step is a pretreatment step that consists of the
chemical treatment of the silicon kerf filter cake for purification, and
step two is a drying step that can be used separately or in connection
with step one. In the post-treatment step three, the material is
deagglomerated and classified as a fine-grained powder material.
These three steps are all on an industrial scale. In addition, a fourth
step is under development, which is a surface treatment targeted for
LIBs. An overview of the different silicon kerf materials and their
processing is given in Table 1. There are three different sources of
silicon kerf in this study: ODIN, MING, and SONG. All three were
characterized thoroughly, whereas RST-ODIN-1.3 and RST-ODIN-
1.4 were selected for electrochemical testing due to their additional
processing. The reference samples were two silicon materials that
were commercially available as anode materials for LIBs. Reference
1 is a 40-nm-sized silicon, while reference 2 is an 80–100-nm-sized
piece of silicon. Both references are crystalline materials with
spherical-like particles.

2.2 Characterization methods and
electrochemical testing

2.2.1 Particle size distribution measurements by
laser diffraction

The laser diffraction measurements were performed using a
Mastersizer 2000 system from Malvern Panalytical. A small amount
of the sample was dissolved in 80 mL of water and exposed to
ultrasonication for 20 min with an ultrasonic probe prior to the
measurements. A few drops of this solution were subsequently used
for the analyses.

2.2.2 Field emission gun-scanning electron
microscopy imaging

Scanning electron microscopy imaging of the silicon kerf was
conducted on a field emission gun scanning electron microscopy
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(FEG-SEM) system from Zeiss Merlin Compact with secondary,
backscatter, and in-lens duo detectors. Secondary electron or in-lens
duo detection was used for imaging, which was operated at 3 and
7 kV. The samples were placed on carbon tape and sputtered
with platina.

2.2.3 Specific surface area obtained by the
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller method

The Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method, or N2

adsorption–desorption analysis, was used to measure the specific
surface area of the powder sample using Micromeritics FlowSorb II
2300. The samples were dried overnight at 105 °C prior to the
measurements.

2.2.4 FEG-TEM studies
The imaging studies were conducted by double aberration-

corrected FEG-TEM with a JEOL ARM 200 FC operated at under
200 kV. For the distribution mapping, electron energy loss
spectroscopy was performed under scanning transmission
electron microscopy mode. The silicon kerf samples were
prepared by dispersing the powder in isopropanol and
ultrasonicating for 10 min before placing a drop on a lacey
carbon grid.

2.2.5 Chemical analyses by ICP-MS and ICP-OES
The chemical analyses were conducted using inductively

coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) on an Agilent
7900 system, a single quadrupole ICP-MS. The samples were
prepared by digestion with HNO3 and HF at room temperature

(RT), followed by dilution with DI water. For the metallic
elements, gallium and phosphorus, the analyses were conducted
on an inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometry
(ICP-OES) system on a SPECTRO ARCOS instrument. For the
ICP-OES analyses, the samples were prepared by digestion with
HF/HNO3, followed by evaporation of the silicon matrix using a
heating plate.

2.2.6 Combustion analyses (LECO)
Combustion analyses were conducted for the determination of

oxygen and carbon contents in the silicon kerf samples. For oxygen,
the measurements were conducted on a LECOON836 system, while
for carbon, a LECO CS844 system was used for the measurements.
Prior to the measurements, the samples were dried overnight
at 110°C.

2.2.7 Electrochemical testing
The CR2032 coin-cell format was used to test the

electrochemical performance of the different silicon materials in
half-cell configuration. The anodes were composed of active
materials of 12 wt% silicon and 80 wt% graphite (Targray),
binders of 3 wt% sodium carboxymethyl cellulose CMC (MTI)
and 3 wt% styrene–butadiene–rubber (SBR) (JSR), and 2 wt%
conductive agent carbon black C65 (Imerys), with copper foil
(TMAX) as the current collector. For the slurry mixing process,
deionized water was used as the solvent. A loading target of
2.2 mAh/cm2 was used. The cells were built with lithium metal
as the counter electrode and Celgard 2400 as the separator.
Electrolyte 1.2 M LiPF6 in EC/EMC with 2% VC and 10% FEC

FIGURE 1
Industrial scale processing steps for processing of silicon kerf filter cake at ReSiTec towards an anode material for LIB, in gray surface treatment
under development on smaller scale.

TABLE 1 Overview of materials in this study and their correlating processing steps.

Material ID Step one:
pretreatment

Step two:
drying

Step three: post-
treatment

Step four: surface
treatment

Commercial
samples

RST-ODIN-1.1 X X

RST-ODIN-1.2 X

RST-MING-1.2 X

RST-SONG-1.2 X

RST-ODIN-1.3 X X

RST-ODIN-1.4 X X X

REF 1 X

REF 2 X
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was used. Formation cycling with 2xC/20 and 1xC/10 in the voltage
range 0.05 V–1 V was followed by cycling at a rate of C/3, where the
1C rate represents the discharge current to discharge from full
capacity in 1 h.

3 Results

3.1 Particle size, morphology, and specific
surface area

The particle size distribution of silicon kerf from three
different suppliers is shown in Figure 2. Only very small
variations exist in the particle size distributions between the
silicon kerf sources, with a d50 of ~700 nm, a d10 ~ 300 nm,
and d90 of ~ 1.5 μm. Non-spherical particles with an aspect
ratio >1.5 usually result in bimodal peaks (Scott and Matsuyama,
2014). The peaks observed for the silicon kerf sources are all
unimodal, as shown in Figure 3. Although the larger particles are
clearly flake-like, a considerable number of particles with a
shorter length also exist that are less anisotropic in nature.
The narrowest side of the particles is measured to a few tens
of nanometers in thickness, as shown in Figure 4. Relatively small
variations are observed for the specific surface area between the
different silicon kerf sources as well, which ranges from 20 to
26 m2/g. This is in line with the smaller variations observed in the
particle sizes and shows that the silicon kerf particles are similar
in size and morphology between the sources compared. Thus, it is
indicative of the comparable process parameters for the diamond
wire sawing (e.g., wire thickness and diamond size).

3.2 Chemical analyses

The analyses of dopants (Ga, B, and P) and light elements (C
and O) are summarized in Table 2 for the three sources of silicon
kerf, including the silicon kerf subjected to the pretreatment
step prior to the drying step. Some variations are observed in the
levels of boron and phosphorus, which can be related both to

different resistivity targets of the suppliers and the type of
silicon ingots produced (p- or n-type). The low values of
gallium measured in the silicon kerf can be due to the low
segregation coefficient for gallium (k0 = 0.008), which means
that gallium is mostly incorporated toward the tail end of the
crystals. For the metallic impurities, large variations exist,
particularly for iron and aluminum, between the sources, as
shown in Figure 5. Aluminum extends up to 0.7 wt% for one
source, while for others, the values are as low as 8.5 ppmw. The
main contributor to the aluminum content is the sacrificial
beam material, where some producers use a beam material
containing aluminum tri-hydroxide in a mix with polymethyl
methacrylate (PMMA), while others use aluminum-free beam
materials. Nickel contents are in the range 50–150 ppmw for the
sources without the pretreatment step. The origin of nickel is the
wire that is electroplated with nickel to attach the diamonds and
is, therefore, difficult to avoid with the current technology.
Titanium content is below 10 ppmw for all sources except the
MING source, which has a level of 39 ppmw. This source also
has a much higher level of iron than the other sources, which
may be indicative of contamination from increased wire wear
during wafering. The main metallic impurities measured in the
silicon kerf powder samples (Al, Ni, and Fe) are all
predominantly present as separate particles as they originate
from the beam and wire materials. The contents of the metallic
impurities in the silicon bulk are very low due to the strict
requirements of the Cz-process for the silicon feedstock and the
segregation toward the tail end of the crystal and the melt
residue, which are not wafered and, thus, are not a part of
the silicon kerf particles. In the study of Basnet et al. (2023), the
levels of interstitial iron in industrially produced Cz-wafers with
recharging (n-type) ranged from 3 × 109 to 2 × 1010 at/cm3. The
carbon contents for the silicon kerf samples varied from 1 to 4.4
wt%, while the oxygen content was more comparable between
the sources that underwent step two (drying) and measured
from 4 to 5 wt%. Comparing RST-ODIN-1.1 and RST-ODIN-
1.2 showed that the pretreatment step (step one in Figure 1) is
efficient in removing aluminum, nickel, and carbon from the
silicon kerf.

FIGURE 2
Particle size distribution D10, D50, andD90 corresponding to the
percentages 10%, 50%, and 90% of particles under the reported
particle size for the three different silicon kerf sources studied.

FIGURE 3
Particle size distribution as a function of particle diameter for the
three different silicon kerf sources.
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3.3 Characterization of oxide layer thickness

The oxide layer thickness of the silicon kerf particles from step two of
the process was determined by STEM-EELS. A thickness of 1–2 nm is
measured on several silicon kerf particles after step two, as shown in
Figure 6. The oxide layer covers the whole particle and has good
uniformity, with a thickness variation estimated to be less than 0.5 nm
from the STEM-EELS analysis. The thickness of 1–2 nm was also
confirmed with XPS analyses on the samematerials (Søiland et al., 2023).

3.4 Electrochemical testing: comparison
with commercial silicon samples

The initial capacities from the first discharge obtained for the
different silicon materials range from 706 to 756 mAh/g, as
shown in Figure 7. Both the highest and lowest values are
obtained for the processed silicon kerf, where the RST-ODIN-
1.3 shows the highest obtained capacity, while the RST-ODIN-
1.4 shows the lowest initial capacity. The difference in the

FIGURE 4
SEM images of RST-ODIN-1.3 showing the flake thickness of silicon kerf particles; (A) overview image with a secondary electron image at 10 K X; (B)
detailing of silicon kerf flake thickness with an InLens Duo image at 100 K X; (C) detailing of silicon kerf thickness with a secondary electron image at
60 KX; and (D) same section as C with an InLens Duo image.
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capacities between the two samples could be due to the additional
surface treatment for RST-ODIN-1.4, which translates to lower silicon
content by weight than that of the sample without the surface
treatment. The capacities for the processed silicon kerf samples are
on par with the reference samples, which range from 741 to 745 mAh/
g. For the first cycle efficiencies, more variations exist between the
different samples, which range from 86% to 93.2%, where the
reference samples represent the extremes. The two processed
silicon kerf samples lay at 89.5 and 90.7, where the sample
RST-ODIN-1.4 has the highest value, which could be an effect
of the surface treatment. All the cells were cycled at C/3 from
1.0 V to 50 mV vs. Li/Li+, and the specific capacities as a function
of the cycle number are shown in Figure 8. The capacities for the
cells are similar from cycle number 5 to approximately 75, except
for reference 2, which exhibits higher capacities. Between cycle
numbers 75 and 100, the reference cells and one of the silicon kerf
cells show severe losses in capacities, which is not observed for the
three other silicon kerf cells. This is clearer in the coulombic
efficiency plots shown in Figure 9.

4 Discussion

4.1 Chemical and physical aspects

The silicon kerf has good homogeneity in terms of size and
morphology between the sources studied. It can be considered
both a micro- and nano-sized material due to its characteristic
morphology, where one dimension is only a few tens of
nanometers, while one other dimension can extend up to a
few micrometers. Although there is less anisotropy in the
silicon kerf and lower particle uniformity, it has similarities to
one-D materials like silicon nanorods, nanotubes, and
nanowires. These materials are specifically designed as anode
materials for LIBs (Chan et al., 2008; Nguyen et al., 2011; Wu
et al., 2012; Song et al., 2016; Tanaka et al., 2023), and the silicon
kerf could, thus, be considered attractive based on the
morphology/shape without necessarily further size reductions.
Another distinctive factor of silicon kerf is the contents of the
dopants dissolved within the silicon matrix. A phosphorus level

TABLE 2 ICP-MS (B), ICP-OES (Ga and P), and combustion analyses (C and O) for the different silicon kerf sources after process steps one and two and after
process step two.

Element RST-ODIN-1.1 RST-ODIN-1.2 RST-MING-1.2 RST-SONG-1.2

Boron ppmw 0.069 0.071 0.6 0.064

Phosphorus ppmw NA 2.47 2.33 1.13

Gallium ppmw NA <0.5 <0.5 1.1

Carbon wt% 1.5 2.0 1.0 1.25

Oxygen wt% 3.9 4.2 4.6 5.4

Specific surface area m2/g 20 22 23.6 26

FIGURE 5
ICP-OES analyses of metallic impurities in different silicon kerf sources subjected to the processing detailed in Table 1.
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of 3 ppmw will increase the electrical conductivity to ~1.5 ×
103 S/m at RT compared to 1 × 10−2 S/m for highly pure silicon
(res ~ 1 × 104 Ω cm). A drawback of silicon as an anode material
is the poor electrical conductivity; enhancing the transport of
electrons for the silicon is, therefore, beneficial. The nickel
impurities that are present in the silicon kerf powder as
separate particles are also good electrical conductors
(conductivity ~1.4 × 107 S/m at RT) and will be favorable for
the transport of electrons in the anode. However, adverse effects
related to electrolyte reactions of dissolved transition metals from
cathodes in the anode solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) might be

present (Blyr et al., 1998). Nevertheless, Ni is suggested to make a
minimal contribution to anodic failure due to the hypothesis that
reduced Ni on graphite surfaces does not decompose the
electrolyte (Komaba et al., 2002). Depending on the
temperature history of the silicon kerf, aluminum trihydroxide
or alumina particles can also be present as separate particles in
the silicon kerf. Since the atomic layer-deposited alumina has
been used as a coating on silicon for enhancing the stability (Li
et al., 2013; Li et al., 2023), it may be assumed that the alumina
particles will have little lithium activity and form a stable layer
with the electrolyte. However, the electrical conductivity is very
low for the alumina particles and can impede the electron
transport if present in larger amounts in the electrode. Both
nickel and alumina can also be efficiently reduced by the
developed pretreatment process. Concerning the crystallinity
of silicon kerf, this has been thoroughly studied previously for
similar silicon kerf sources, and it was shown that they are partly
amorphous and partly crystalline, with up to 50% amorphous
parts (Heintz et al., 2023).

The surface properties of the silicon kerf particles are crucial
for the anode performance. Nano-sized spherical particles made
by chemical vapor deposition of three different sizes of 50, 100,
and 150 nm were studied by Zhu et al. (2019). They reported
specific surface areas of 41.4, 36.11, and 7.33 m2/g, respectively.
The second reference material in our study of size 80–100 nm has
a specific surface area of 12–20 m2/g. In comparison, the silicon
kerf particles have a specific surface area of 20–26 m2/g and, thus,
seem comparable to a ~100-nm-sized material in terms of surface
area. This also seems valid when considering that a perfect sphere
of the specific surface area 20 m2/g translates to a diameter of
130 nm. Therefore, the initial capacity losses for the silicon kerf
samples due to SEI formation can be expected to be in a similar
range as silicon materials of this size. Another aspect of the
surface is the silicon oxide layer that spontaneously forms on bare
silicon surfaces. The thickness of this silicon oxide layer is of
importance for the transport of electrons and lithium ions. It is,
thus, crucial that the processing conducted on the silicon kerf can
control or limit the oxide layer thickness. For the silicon kerf
subjected to process step two, the oxide layer thickness was
measured between 1 and 2 nm with STEM-TEM, and it
surrounded the entire particle. Xun et al. (2011) used XPS to
measure an oxide layer thickness of 6.2 nm for chemical vapor-
deposited nano-silicon and reported negative effects on the
electrochemical performance, which were explained by the
slowing down of the lithium-ion transport at the SiO2–Si
interphase. Different SiO2 layer thicknesses on silicon and
their impact on the electrochemical behavior were studied by
Schnabel et al. (2020). They investigated thicknesses of 1–4 nm,
where severe effects on the electrochemical behavior were
observed for thicknesses above 3 nm. This led to the
conclusion that a SiO2 layer of thickness below 3 nm is
preferred to ensure high round-trip energy efficiency and
high-rate capability. The silicon kerf after process step two
with a measured oxide layer thickness of 1–2 nm is well
within this critical thickness. It is not expected that process
step three will influence the oxide layer thickness since this
process is conducted at room temperature and under inert gas
conditions.

FIGURE 6
STEM-EELS imaging of the silicon kerf particle: (A); HAADF (High
angle annular dark field) - STEM image (B) silicon signal; (C) oxygen
signal and measured oxide layer thickness.
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4.2 Electrochemical evaluation

The comparison study shows that the performance of the
processed silicon kerf samples is comparable to that of the
reference samples in terms of initial capacities, first cycle
efficiencies, and cycling stability. The similarities in performance
to the reference samples with a size of 40 and 100 nm further
indicate that the size and morphology of the processed silicon kerf
can be compared to a ~100-nm-sized material without reducing the
size of the silicon kerf particles. This is also highlighted by a similar
specific surface area, as pointed out previously. Initial discharge

capacities in the range 700–750 mAh/g are close to theoretical
expectations for this slurry composition with 12 wt% Si
(727 mAh/g-Si-Gr) and show that the initial silicon activity is
high in all samples. Capacities that exceed the theoretically
expected value can be due to SEI formation and side reactions
known for silicon. For cycling stability, some differences are
observed between the two references, where reference two is
superior. From cycle number 80 to 100, both reference samples
start to decay rapidly, while the majority of the processed silicon kerf
samples still exhibit a slower decay, which is clearly observed in the
coulombic efficiencies. The abrupt decay could be due to the

FIGURE 7
Average specific capacities after the first discharge and first cycle efficiencies for half-cells with the processed silicon kerf and reference
silicon samples.

FIGURE 8
Specific capacity for half-cells with the processed silicon kerf and reference silicon samples as a function of cycle number; cycling rate after the
formation cycles is C/3 and 1 V–50 mV vs. Li/Li+.
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FIGURE 9
Coulombic efficiencies as a function of cycle number for the half-cells with the processed silicon kerf and reference silicon samples; cycling rate
after formation cycles is C/3 and 1 V–50 mV vs. Li/Li+.

FIGURE 10
dQ/dV vs. voltage curves of the half-coin cells with different silicon samples at different C/3 cycles: (A) first cycle after the 2 formation cycles, (B)
cycle number 40, (C) cycle 80, and (D) cycle 120.
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complete depletion of the cyclable lithium in the cell, with the full
consumption of the lithium metal counter electrode and the FEC in
the electrolyte not being able to avoid the generation of mossy
(dead) lithium.

Differential voltage analysis (DVA), also known as
incremental capacity analysis (ICA), has been carried out at
different cycling stages or state of health (SOH) in order to
observe the evolution of the lithium-ion availability and silicon
redox activity during the cycle life, as shown in Figure 10. The
DVA consists of the analysis of dQ/dV as a function of voltage. It
is a direct indicator of the state of health of the cell, as the
experimental peaks are related to the active material chemical/
structural evolution and redox reactions with Li+, such as phase
transitions and recorded potential plateaus related to (de)
intercalation reactions in graphite and (de)alloying with
silicon during charging/discharging, deconvoluting their
individual contributions, as identified by Heubner et al.
(2022). The first formation cycle at a C/20 current rate (not
shown here; see Supplementary Figure S1) differs from the rest
in the peak positions of the electrode potential caused by the SEI
formation and the irreversible structural changes of Si. On
lithiation (negative axis), the first reduction peak at
200–300 mV corresponds to Li insertion into amorphous Si
(a-Si), followed by two further Si reduction processes at
70 mV and 30 mV for the formation of a-LixSi and crystalline
Li15Si4, respectively. Intercalation into graphite also occurs in
this low range (67 mV and 27 mV), so the Li incorporation in Si
and Gr is simultaneous in the 150–10-mV range. In contrast,
distinct peaks are found below 150 mV for the oxidation reaction,
which are exclusively attributed to the delithiation of Gr. Si starts to
contribute above 250 mV and dominates above 300 mV. A
compressed oxidation peak corresponds to the transition from
amorphous Li3.16Si to Li2.33Si, and a more pronounced peak
related to the dealloying of crystalline Li15Si4 is observed at ca.
450 mV. On cycling at C/3, the peaks are broader due to the
higher current, but the resolution is good enough to follow the
evolution of the silicon activity in the anodes from the first cycle
(Figure 10A) through cycle 40 (Figure 10B), 80 (Figure 10C), and 120
(Figure 10D). The analysis indicates that Si activity is retained for all
electrodes up to cycle 40, whereas beyond cycle 80, the first Si
lithiation peak practically disappears in both the reference samples
in agreement with the capacity decay observed for these cells. During
oxidation, the final delithiation to the amorphous Si phase appears
polarized at approximately 525 mV in the references vs. ~475 mV in
the ODIN samples, indicating a higher degree of pulverization of Si.
By cycle 120, only the ODIN samples still retain slight Si activity, as
observed in the flat oxidation peak at 500 mV, whereas the reference
cells also lost graphite activity.

5 Conclusion

The silicon kerf particles have a sub-micrometer size, with a
measured d50 ~700 nm, but are composed of flake-like particles of
varying lengths, where one dimension is only a few tens of nanometers
in thickness. In terms of specific surface area, the silicon kerf is more
comparable to an ~100-nm-sized silicon. The size distributions
measured show little variation between the different sources of

silicon kerf studied. The thickness of the silicon oxide layer
surrounding the particles was measured to 1–2 nm.

The industrially processed silicon kerf was compared with nano-
sized (40 nm and 100 nm) commercial silicon for LIBs in
electrochemical testing in half-cell configuration. The initial specific
capacities and first cycle efficiencies are comparable to the commercial
silicon samples and close to the theoretical value, demonstrating a high
silicon activity. The differential voltage analysis shows that the cycling
stability is comparable between the two material types but reveals that
only the silicon kerf cells maintain silicon activity beyond 120 cycles.
These similarities in performance between the nano-sized commercial
silicon and silicon kerf samples support the size considerations despite
the differences that exist in morphology between the two silicon types.
Since a negative impact on cell performance is expected with oxide layer
thickness of above 3 nm, the obtained electrochemical data support the
determined layer thickness from STEM-EELS.

This study shows that industrially processed silicon kerf can be a
viable alternative to nano-sized silicon in the range of 100 nm as an
anode material for LIBs, without any size reductions in the silicon
kerf particles themselves. This can result in a silicon alternative with
a low carbon footprint for the LIB industry. To further enhance the
cycling stability, various concepts could be considered, such as
silicon–carbon composite solutions, advanced electrode design for
silicon materials with regard to binder systems/electrolyte additives,
or coating the silicon kerf particles.
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